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Description

* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF

Tense Outdoor
Design: Piergiorgio & Michele Cazzaniga

A table with a mono-material finish, entirely covered in aluminium sheet. Available in the following finishes:

. Goffered white, corten, pewter, and black iron painted finish. The pewter and black iron finishes have a cloudy 
shaded effect, a feature and peculiarity of this specific finish.

. White Calce and black slate reconstructed stone, this particular finish is a mineral compound composed of 
marble and quartz. It is spread manually over the entire surface of the table, and after application a maturation 
process at room temperature is required. After a manual sanding process, the material is protected with a 
water-based nanotechnological finish.

Top, edges and legs covered with the application of a thickness of about 1/16 of material. The load-bearing top, 
1”3/8 thick, is a composite panel made up of an inner frame of galvanized steel profile, painted with a specific 
treatment for outdoor use, and filled with polystyrene. This is completely covered, both on the top and on the 
edges by an aluminum sheet.

Extruded aluminum legs, 13”3/4 x 13”3/4 section, with stainless steel structural tie-rod and adjustable feet. 
Made in Italy.
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Dimensions
A) 70”7/8W x 35”3/8D x 29”1/2H
B) 94”1/2W x 39”3/8D x 29”1/2H
C) 110”1/4W x 47”1/4D x 29”1/2H
D) 55”1/8W x 55”1/8D x 29”1/2H

* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF
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Finishes & Materials
Top & Frame: Matt goffered painted white color / Matt goffered painted corten color / Matt goffered painted 
pewter color (cloudy shaded effect) / Matt goffered painted black iron color (cloudy shaded effect) / 
Reconstructed stone white Calce / Reconstructed stone black slate.

As an optional a protective rain cover in light gray color, specifically for outdoor products, waterproof, made of 
100% polyester, outside with acrylic coating, inside with acrylic resin coating, is available upon request. Its 
characteristics are emphasised by its fully fungicidal Teflon finish. Each rain cover comes with a closable slip 
cover, so that it can be folded and kept correctly when not in use.


